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How Does SMV Measure Across Age Groups?
July 15, 2021 | 6 upvotes | by [deleted]

I’m in my early 20s and just had this thought today while walking home from campus. I see an older
average looking but tall guy(probably like 50?) on my walk home and we make quick eye contact as he
passed. I’ve been RP’d for a couple of years now and this is one thing that I need someone to
explain—who would be higher SMV in this case—assuming we both have equal income and looks?
I know you’re like “dude why are you thinking like this” but it’s one of those things I’ve struggled with
as late bloomer(you’re brain messes with you even after glowing up).
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Comments

CoyoteMiyamoto • 3 points • 15 July, 2021 01:09 AM* 

High value depends on more than just income and looks. You could have both values close to or within the
upper echelon and still be lower in the market place than him. Status is also an important factor.

Let's say you're confident as fuck and you have a big circle, but you're broke and not very attractive. It won't be
hard to find women who want some action with you. If you're good looking with high status and no money, it'll
be even easier. You'll be a heart breaking dog who has to block some women's numbers that want to meet him
because it has gotten annoying.

Now, if you're attractive, wealthy and got high status, you'll be in the 10-20% of men in your country.
Everybody will try to hit you up and women will want to meet constantly. Some will even approach you in
public. They'll ask your friends if you're single and race with other women for your attention.

Be careful. At this stage many women will try to lock you down and suck value out of you.

Also, being attractive is referring to your facial structure and your physical fitness. The latter is far more
essential. You can't change your face, but you can change your body. Being tall is a nice extra, although not a
deal breaker.

Give_Praise_Unto_Me • 1 point • 15 July, 2021 01:29 AM 

A 50 year old should have WAY more income and status than a 20 year old, holding it equal doesnt make sense.

ajajaj99 • 1 point • 15 July, 2021 10:25 AM 

If we are being realistic his value is higher. In theory, if all things equal it should be close. He will be valued
slightly higher regardless though. That’s why older presidents are generally elected. People value time spent that
includes age.
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